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Available for daytime or evening events
Available for evening events only

Africa Deck & Patio
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 75–250

This spectacular venue features a rustic, covered  
deck with a lower level stone patio area and  
fire-pit. Hosting a cocktail reception or dinner  
party overlooking the African Savannah habitat  
will be talked about for years.  
 
 

Giraffe Ridge
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 125–175

Stand eye-to-eye with the world’s tallest animal  
on the beautiful outdoor deck, as you host your  
next cocktail hour or evening event. Take your  
event to the next level by adding a giraffe feeding  
from the deck. 
 

African Lion

The lions will capture your guests’ attention as  
they play and pounce! Enjoy your evening outing  
and snap a selfie as the lions snooze against the  
glass just inches from guests. 

BEST FOR GROUPS OF 25–50



Hops Beer Garden
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 75–100

Enjoy local craft beer at our new Beer Garden  
featuring a covered deck. This Australian themed  
venue overlooks Roo Valley, the Kangaroo  
Walkabout, and our aerial adventure course,  
Kanga’ Klimb.

Hippo Cove
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 40–75

Gather your group near this covered area at the  
home of our world-famous hippo, Fiona, and her  
mom, Bibi. Enjoy a cocktail hour or dinner while  
the hippo pair splashes in the pool. 
 

Twiga
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 100–150

Our tented, African campsite provides a rustic,  
casual setting for a great evening gathering with 
co-workers and friends. Enjoy beverages and  
appetizers around the stone fire-pit or while  
viewing the giraffes in their yard. 



Gorilla World

Enter the beauty and serenity of the outdoor  
jungle where troops of gorillas will amaze you  
or enjoy the intimate indoor viewing with  
floor-to-ceiling glass. 
 

BEST FOR GROUPS OF 75–125

Elephant Reserve
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 125–175

This beautiful environment allows you to view  
our gentle giants while surrounded by the lush  
gardens and copper-topped gazebos. Invite  
guests to escape to a world away for your event.  

Manatee Springs
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 100–150

Relax and enjoy the serenity of the underwater  
world. This indoor aquatic area welcomes guests  
with manatees and a variety of sea life.



Clubhouse
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 100–150

The Clubhouse sits next to the African Penguin  
Point habitat. With its large windows, high  
ceiling and curved ribs of the exposed wooden  
structure extending the metaphor of the whale  
inside the Clubhouse.  
 

The Grove
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 200–250

Kick back on the brick patio at The Grove and  
enjoy a one- of-a-kind dining experience. Guests  
can grab a bite under the bistro lights at one of  
our four food trucks.  

Mai Thai's Market

Directly across from the Grove, Mai Thai’s Market  
provides indoor seating. Along with the outdoor  
café, this space creates a unique ambiance for  
evening events.  
 

BEST FOR GROUPS OF 120–150



With its bright and inviting atmosphere, this  
is a great venue for your company’s next outing,  
seminar, or evening celebration. This space  
provides a built-in stage and expansive lobby. 
 
 

Frisch’s Theater
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 150–300

NEW Picnic Shelters
COMING SOON IN 2022
Four new shelters will seat 250 guests each, 
with the ability to be combined for large 
gatherings. An overlook deck will give a  
commanding view of Elephant Trek valley  
upon its completion.  

This flexible space is in the heart of the Africa  
Habitat. Just outside you'll see flamingos or  
cheetahs and hear the roar of the lions in the  
distance. This room can be rented in full for  
larger groups or half for a smaller group. 

Treetops
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 55–125 (HALF)  
OR 150–275 (FULL)



Contact  
privateevents@cincinnatizoo.org 
(513)-475-6167

* While these are the most popular, we offer other areas around the  
Zoo for hosting events. Talk to your sales representative about other  
available options. Capacities noted are suggestions only. Accommodations  
will be determined based on set-up in room, food & beverage selections  
and additional event needs. Your sales representative can assist you in  
selecting the most conducive venue for your group. 

Wings of Wonder
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 800

This spacious outdoor theater, where birds  
often take flight, can be transformed into  
an ideal conference space or even a unique  
wedding ceremony venue.  
 

Discovery Forest
BEST FOR GROUPS OF 50

Take your guests to the setting of a tropical 
Latin American rainforest, complete with  
neo-tropical plants and wildlife. Discovery  
Forest is also home to the two-toed sloth,  
blue and gold macaw, and the boa constrictor. 
 
 
 


